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Een greep uit het nieuws

The fence at the heart of Palestine
* http://www.ahram.org.eg/weekly/2002/594/op10.htm

Israel wants to do more than keep the suicide bombers out, writes Ilan Pappe. It wants to erase the Palestinian
nation once and for all.

Edward Said on Bush's 24 June speech about the Middle East 
* http://www.ahram.org.eg/weekly/2002/594/op1.htm

Bush irrelevant
* http://www.commondreams.org/views02/0626-01.htm

Reporters Without Border / Journalist gedood
* http://www.rsf.org/article.php3?id_article=2923

LAW condemns UK arms deal, 9 July 2002
* http://www.lawsociety.org/arms/main.html

* http://www.lawsociety.org/arms/legalaction.html

BBC
* http://news.bbc.co.uk/hi/english/world/middle_east/newsid_2102000/2102081.stm

Israel Threatens Massive Deportation Campaign, Al-Haq, 26 June 2002
* via http://www.palestinemonitor.org

Consolidated occupation means challenges to Israel,Ghassan Khatib
http://www.bitterlemons.org/issue/pal1.html

De zaak Sharon
http://indictsharon.net/

Amnesty: http://web.amnesty.org/ai.nsf/recent/MDE151042002!Open

* "Whatever the cause for which people are fighting, there can never be a justification for direct attacks on civi-
lians," said Amnesty International. 

Francis Boyle [fboyle@law.uiuc.edu], volkenrechtsdeskundige
* "for Amnesty International to argue that armed "settlers" performing paramilitary functions in occupied territory

constitute "civilians" is simply a bald-faced attempt to give them legal protection and impunity for the commis-
sion of war crimes in violation of the Fourth Geneva Convention of 1949 and the Hague Regulations of 1907. fab."

Hierna:
* Palestinian leaders says Amnesty's report biased, blaming victims, IAP News                                          Pagina 2
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Nederlandse politieke initiatieven: geen.
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Palestinian leaders have strongly criticized a report
published Thursday by the London-based human rights
group, Amnesty International, condemning Palestinian
"martyrdom operations" against Israelis as "crimes
against humanity." "This is a highly de-contextualized
and biased report. It fails to adequately explain what
pushes Palestinians to blow their own bodies up as the
last and only available form of resistance against Israel's
murderous oppression," said Fawzi Ibrahim, an Islamist
spokesman in the al-Khalil region."We know that
attacks on civilians are wrong, but when the
Palestinians are facing a genocide and the world doesn't
move to protect them from Jewish oppression and mass
murder, these operations become inevitable," said
Ibrahim.Indeed, the main criticism of the Amnesty's
report was its failure to recognize that Israeli Nazi-like
persecution of Palestinian civilians was first and fore-
most responsible for Palestinian attacks on Israeli civi-
lians. "The Amnesty report should have established a
stronger correlation between Israel's wanton killing of
Palestinians and martyrdom operation," said an official
at the PA ministry of information on condition of ano-
nymity."People don't blow themselves up for the fun of

it."Amnesty International representative in Palestine,
Liz Hotchkins admitted in a telephone interview
Thursday that Israeli oppression of Palestinians was at
least partially to blame for Palestinian martyrdom ope-
rations."We know that Israeli killing of Palestinian civi-
lians and the failure of the Israeli government to prose-
cute soldiers involved in such murder play a part in this
(martyrdom operations). However, it is important to
emphasize the principle that targeting and killing civi-
lians is wrong under any circumstances."Hotchkins said
she understood the depth of Palestinian frustration and
desperation, adding, however, that no amount of frustra-
tion justified the killing of innocent civilians.On
Monday, a noted British Writer, Karen Armstrong,
accused Israel of pushing the Palestinians to martyrdom
operations."The resistance will be as ruthless and vio-
lent as the occupation is, Palestinians don't have F-16s,
and they don't have tanks. They don't have anything to
match Israel's arsenal. They only have their bodies,"
said Armstrong, a lecturer at London's Leo Baeck
College, in an interview with al-Ahram Weekly, an
English-language Egyptian newspaper.
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Palestinian leaders says
Amnesty's report biased, 
blaming victims
Occupied Jerusalem: 11 July, 2002 (IAP News)

‘What we feared has come true’, Israeli sociologist
Baruch Kimmerling wrote in a leading newspaper in
Israel a year ago. Jews and Palestinians are ‘regressing to
superstitious tribalism... War appears an unavoidable fate’,
an ‘evil colonial’ war. 

There is, of course, no symmetry between the ‘ethno-
national groups’ regressing to ‘tribalism’. The conflict is
centred in territories that have been under harsh Israeli
military occupation since 1967. The conqueror is a major
armed power, acting with massive military, economic and
diplomatic support from the United States, the world's
only superpower. Its subjects are alone and defenceless,
many barely surviving in miserable camps. 

The cruelty of the occupation has been sharply condem-
ned by international and Israeli human rights groups for
many years. The purpose of Israel's state terror, economic

strangulation and daily humiliation is not obscure. It was
articulated in the early years of the occupation by Moshe
Dayan, one of Israel's leaders most sympathetic to the
Palestinian plight, who advised his Labor Party associates
to tell the Palestinians that ‘you shall continue to live like
dogs, and whoever wishes may leave’. 

The Oslo ‘peace process’ changed the modalities, but not
the basic concept. Shortly before joining the Ehud Barak
government, historian Shlomo Ben-Ami, a dove in the
US-Israeli spectrum, wrote that ‘the Oslo agreements
were founded on a neocolonialist basis’. The intent was to
impose on the Palestinians ‘almost total dependence on
Israel’ in a ‘colonial situation’ that was to be ‘permanent’.
He soon became the architect of the latest Barak gover-
nment proposals, virtually identical to US President Bill
Clinton's final plan. 
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These proposals were highly praised in US commentary;
the Palestinians and Yasser Arafat were blamed for the
plan's failure and the subsequent violence. 

That presentation ‘was a fraud perpetrated on Israeli ...
and international ... public opinion’, Kimmerling wrote
accurately. A look at a map, he noted, suffices to show
that the Clinton-Barak plans ‘presented to the Palestinians
impossible terms’. 

Crucially, Israel retained ‘two settlement blocs that in
effect cut the West Bank into pieces’. The Palestinian
enclaves also are separated from the centre of Palestinian
life in Jerusalem; the Gaza Strip remains isolated, its pop-
ulation virtually imprisoned. 

Israeli settlement in the territories doubled during the
years of the ‘peace process’, increasing under Barak, who
bequeathed the government of Ariel Sharon ‘a surprising
legacy’. The Israeli press reported as the transition took
place early this year: ‘The highest number of housing
starts in the territories’ since the time when Sharon super-
vised settlements in 1992, before Oslo. The facts on the
ground are the living reality for the desperate population. 

The nature of permanent neo-colonial dependency was
underscored by Israel's High Court of Justice in
November 1999 when it rejected yet another Palestinian
petition opposing further expansion of the [Jewish] city of
Maale Adumim established to the east of Jerusalem, virtu-
ally partitioning the West Bank.  
The court suggested that ‘some good for the residents of
neighbouring [Palestinian villages] might spring from the
economic and cultural development’ of the all-Jewish city.
While they try to survive without water to drink or fields
to cultivate, the people whose lands have been taken can
enjoy the sight of the ample housing, green lawns, swim-
ming pools and other amenities of the heavily subsidised
Israeli settlements. 

Immediately after World War II, the Geneva Conventions
were adopted to bar repetition of Nazi crimes, including

transfer of population to occupied territories or actions
that harm civilians. As a so-called high contracting party,
the US is obligated ‘to ensure respect’ for the conventions. 

With Israel alone opposed, the United Nations has repe-
atedly declared the conventions applicable to the occupied
territories; the US abstains from these votes, unwilling to
take a public stand in violation of fundamental principles
of international law, which require it to act to prevent set-
tlement and expropriation, attacks on civilians with US-
supplied helicopters, collective punishment and all other
repressive measures used by the occupying forces. 

Washington has continued to provide the means to imple-
ment these practices, refusing even to allow observers
who might reduce violence and protect the victims. 

For 25 years, there has been a near-unanimous interna-
tional consensus on the terms of political settlement: a full
peace treaty with establishment of a Palestinian state after
Israeli withdrawal, an outcome that enjoys wide support
even within Israel. It has been blocked by Washington
ever since its veto of a Security Council resolution to that
effect in 1976. 

It is far from an ideal solution. But the likely current alter-
natives are far more ugly.  Abridged from Red Pepper

http://www.redpepper.org.uk/.

From Green Left Weekly, June 26, 2002. 
Visit the Green Left Weekly home page: 
Featured this week: HOWARD BACKS BUSH'S WAR
ON THE WORLD

The "Bush Doctrine" has expanded to officially include
"first strike" attacks on any state or group that Washington
decrees is associated with "terrorism". Prime Minister
John Howard has been quick to enthusiastically endorse
this declaration of war on the world. Green
Left Weekly explains why.
http://www.greenleft.org.au/   
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This is an expanded version of an article in Yediot
Aharonot, June 30, 2002.

The Gaza strip is a perfect realization of the Israeli vision
of  "separation". Surrounded with electric fences and
army posts, completely  sealed off the outside world,
Gaza has become a huge prison. About onethird  of its
land was confiscated for the 7,000 Israeli settlers living
there  (and their defense array), while over a million
Palestinians are crowded in  the remaining areas of the

prison. With no work or sources of income, about  80% of
its residents depend, for their living, on UNRWA, or con-
tributions  from Arab states and charity organizations.
Now Israel is considering the  imprisonment there of
families of suicide bombers from the West Bank (1).  As a
senior Israeli analyst stated, Gaza can now serve as "the
penal  colony" of Israel its "devils island, Alcatraz".
(Nahum Barnea, Yediot  Aharonot June 21, 2002). 

This is the future that Sharon and the Israeli army
designate for the West  Bank as well. While the external
fence is presently being built, Israel's  current military
operation is set to be the final step in the  implementation
the IDF plans for reestablishing full military rule (which
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was abolished in large parts of the West Bank during the
Oslo process).  Though Israel describes everything it does
as a spontaneous reaction to  terror, the plan was fully
spelled out in the Israeli media already back in  March
2001, soon after Sharon entered office. Alex Fishman,
military and  strategic analyst of Yediot Aharonot, explai-
ned at the time that since  Oslo, "the IDF regarded the
occupied territories as if they were one  territorial cell",
and this placed some constraints on the IDF and enabled
a certain amount of freedom for the PA and the
Palestinian population. The  new plan is a return to the
concept of the military administration during  the preOslo
years: the occupied territories will be divided into tens of
isolated "territorial cells", each of which will be assigned
a special  military force, "and the local commander will
have freedom to use his  discretion" as to when and who
to shoot. (Yediot Ahronot weekend  supplement, March
9.2001). 

The first stage of this plan the destruction of the institu-
tions of the  Palestinian Authority was completed in the
previous 'Operation Defensive  Shield' in April of this
year. In practice, from that time on, the towns  and villa-
ges of the West Bank have been completely sealed. Even
exit by  foot, which was possible up to that point, became
blocked, and movement  between the "territorial cells"
now requires formal permits from the  Israeli military aut-
horities. Soldiers and snipers prevent any  "unauthorized"
walking to agricultural fields, to places of work and study,
or for medical treatment. 

However, unlike the preOslo period of Israeli military
rule, the army makes  it clear that there is no intention to
construct any civil administration  that will take care of
the basic daily needs of the two million  Palestinians, such
as food supplies, health services, garbage and sewage.
For these tasks, some form of a Palestinian Authority will
be maintained,  though in practice it will not be allowed to
function. 

As a 'military source' told Ha'aretz, "Internal conclusions
of the security  echelons, following operation 'Defensive
Shield', assessed that the  functioning of the civil branches
of the Palestinian Authority had reached  an unpreceden-
ted nadir, mainly due to the destruction the IDF operation
left behind in Ramallah (including the systematic destruc-
tion of computers  and databases)... Combined with the
severe restrictions on movement, the  Palestinian popula-
tion is becoming, as the military source defined it,  'poor,
dependent, unemployed, rather hungry, and extreme'...
The financial  reserves of the Palestinian authority are
reaching the bottom... In a  future not far off, the majority
of Palestinians will only be able to  maintain a reasonable
life through the help of international aid."  (Ha'aretz
Hebrew edition, June 23, 2002, Amos Har'el).  Thus, the
West Bank  is being driven to the level of poverty of the
Gaza strip. 

Nevertheless, at the same time that Israel deprives the
Palestinians of  their means of income, it also makes a
substantial effort to diminish or  block international aid,
under the pretext that the aid is used to support  terrorists
or their families. At the outset of its new 'operation', Israel
"decided to stop the flow of foodaid and medicine from
Iran and Iraq to  Palestinians in the territories" (Ha'aretz,
June 24, 2002, Amos Har'el).  
Iranian and Iraqi aid is an easy target for Israel, as these
countries  belong to the "Axis of Evil". However, Israel
started launching a more  ambitious campaign: The EU
the largest PA donor is under constant  pressure from
Israel to cut its aid, which is used, inter alia to pay the
salaries of teachers and health workers. The tactics are
always the same:  Israel provides some documents presu-
mably linking the PA to terror. Any aid  to the PA is, the-
refore, aid to terror (2). 

UNRWA's aid is the next target. The U.N. Relief and
Works Agency for  Palestinians in the Near East
(UNRWA) has become a major source of food for
Palestinians in the besieged territories. Its food supplies
are now  delivered not only to the refugee camps, but also
in towns and villages.  The amount of food UNRWA sup-
plies has increased fourfold in two years (3).  Recently,
"Israel has begun a campaign in the United States and the
United  Nations to urge a reconsideration of the way the
UN Relief and Works  Agency, which runs the Palestinian
refugee camps in the West Bank and Gaza,  operates.
Israel charges that UNRWA workers simply ignored the
fact that  Palestinian organizations were turning the camps
into terrorist bases and  it is demanding the agency start
reporting all military or terrorist  actions within the camps
to the UN.... Meanwhile, Jewish and proIsraeli  lobbyists
in the U.S. are waging a parallel campaign ... American
Jewish  lobbyists are basing their efforts on the fact that
the U.S. currently  contributes some 30 percent of
UNRWA's $400 million a year budget, and is  therefore in
a position to influence the agency: A congressional refusal
to  approve UNRWA's funding could seriously disrupt its
operations. (Ha'aretz  June 29, 2002, Nathan Guttman).
The campaign is not yet demanding cutting  UNRWA's
aid and presence altogether, but raising the impossible
demand that  UNRWA should serve as an active force in
"the war against terror"  ("reporting military or terrorist
actions") is the first step towards such  a demand.(4) 

Since September 11, Sharon has been constructing an
analogy between the  occupied territories and Afghanistan
(with the PA as Al Qaeda). He keeps  declaring that the
solution to Palestinian terror, and the required  'reforms',
should be along the lines set in Afghanistan. The analogy
is  frighteningly revealing: As it established the 'reforms'
in Afghanistan,  the US forced starvation upon millions of
people. This is how Noam Chomsky  described it: "On
Sept. 16, the New York Times reported that 'Washington
has also demanded [from Pakistan] a cutoff of fuel sup-
plies...and the  elimination of truck convoys that provide
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much of the food and other  supplies to Afghanistan's civi-
lian population.' Astonishingly, that report  elicited no
detectable reaction in the West, a grim reminder of the
nature  of the Western civilization that leaders and elite
commentators claim to  uphold. In the following days,
those demands were implemented... 'The  country was on
a lifeline,' one evacuated aid worker reports, 'and we just
cut the line' (NY times Magazine, September 30).
According to the world's  leading newspaper, then,
Washington demanded that Pakistan ensures the  death of
enormous numbers of Afghans, millions of them already
on the brink  of starvation, by cutting off the limited suste-
nance that was keeping them  alive." (Interview with
Michael Albert, reprinted in Noam Chomsky, 911,  Seven
Stories, 2002). Arundhati Roy, summarized this at the
time: "Witness  the infinite justice of the new century.
Civilians starving to death while  they're waiting to be kil-
led" (Guardian, Sept. 29). 

The new stage of Israel's 'separation' can no longer be
compared to the  Apartheid of South Africa. As Ronnie
Kasrils, South Africa's Minister of  Water Affairs, said in
an Interview with Al Ahram Weekly, "the South  African
apartheid regime never engaged in the sort of repression
Israel is  inflicting on the Palestinians" (Issue of March 28
April 3, 2002). We are  witnessing the daily invisible kil-
ling of the sick and wounded being  deprived of medical
care, the weak who cannot survive in the new poverty
conditions, and those who are bound to reach starvation. 

Nevertheless, the public debate in Israel revolves around
questions of  efficiency: Is it possible to stop terror in
such methods. Let us suppose  even that it is. Is it allo-
wed? Is this what we (Israelis) want to be? 

One people stole the 'Lamb of its poor neighbor'(5): Gaza
and the West Bank  are 22% of the land of IsraelPalestine,
where the Palestinians lived in the  past. On this small
piece of land, three million people live, with hopes,  needs
and dreams, just like ours. Since Oslo, they have been
lured with  promises that we are about to evacuate the set-
tlements and give them back  their land, at the very same
time that we have been imprisoning them in  Gaza, ste-
aling more of their land in the West Bank, and leaving
them no  hope whatsoever. The Palestinian people are
fighting for their freedom. The  crimes of Palestinian ter-
ror do not remove our culpability for our own crimes. 

Before Oslo, as well, there was a wave of horrible terror
attacks. But at  that time, after each such attack, the call
was heard get out of the  territories! Then it was still
understood that when you leave people no  hope, there is
no way to stop the madness of suicide bombing. It is not
too  late to get out of the territories. 

(1) In its meeting on Friday, June 21, 2002, the Israeli
cabinet "decided  in principle in favor both of the

expulsion of families of suicide strikers  from the West
Bank to the Gaza Strip... The implementation of this
expulsion policy depends upon the outcome of a legal
review." ('IDF set to  expel bombers' families' By Aluf
Benn, Amos Harel and Gideon Alon, Ha'aretz  June 23,
2002). 

(2) Here is one example of the pressure on the EU:
"The documents seized from PA offices in recent
months, some of  which were included in the document
compiled by minister without portfolio  Dan Naveh
following Operation Defensive Shield, were presented
last week to  the EC delegation in Israel and represen-
tatives of the International  Monetary Fund at a mee-
ting with IDF intelligence officers. Naveh claims the
documents prove European financial aid has been used
to finance terrorism  and incitement, and has also found
its way into the pockets of senior PA  officials. 

The head of the EC's delegation to Israel, Giancarlo
Chevallard,  told Ha'aretz that at the meeting, the dele-
gation saw evidence that Arafat  is financing terrorism,
but added Israel had not provided evidence that
European financial aid which is designated to pay the
salaries of PA  employees is being used to finance ter-
rorist attacks. Another senior  delegation official said
he was extremely skeptical Israel had evidence to
prove European aid is being used by the PA to finance
terrorism... 

Meanwhile, in the shadow of the Israeli accusations,
the European  Parliament's budgetary committee last
week delayed the transfer of 18.7  million euros in
financial aid to the PA until the EC reports how the
money  is to be distributed..." (Ha'aretz, June 6, 2002,
Yair Ettinger) This specific frozen amount was released
in the meanwhile, however Israel's  pressure continues. 

(3) Amos Har'el, 'The IDF neutralizes the Palestinian
Authority, and  humanitarian organizations try to
replace it', Ha'aretz Hebrew edition,  June 23, 2002.
(Quoted before). 

(4). The campaign against UNRWA started earlier: "In let-
ters written to  Annan in May, Republican U.S.
Senator Arlen Specter and Democratic U.S.
Representative Tom Lantos accused the U.N. agency
of allowing and promoting  terrorist activity in the
camps. Specter said UNRWA schools promoted
antiIsraeli and anti Semitic sentiments and Lantos
said the agency allowed  terrorists to organize in the
camps."(Inter Press Service, June 24, 2002) 

(5) Bible, Samuel II, 12:11:
"12:1The LORD sent Natan to David. He came to
him, and said to him, "There were two men in one
city; the one rich, and  the other poor. 12:2The rich
man had very many flocks and herds, 12:3but  the
poor man had nothing, except one little ewe lamb,
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which he had bought  and raised. It grew up together
with him, and with his children. It ate of  his own
food, drank of his own cup, and lay in his bosom, and
was to him  like a daughter. 12:4A traveler came to the
rich man, and he spared to take  of his own flock and
of his own herd, to dress for the wayfaring man who

had come to him, but took the poor man's lamb, and
dressed it for the man  who had come to him."
(http://ebible.org/bible/hnv/2Sam.htm) 
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